
Top joins are great time savers
If you want to demonstrate how joining letters saves time and energy top joins are a great way. Many people
who consider that their handwriting is joined do not use top joins. Maybe they have not been taught how, and
maybe it is not something that everyone would find out for themselves. 

Show someone how to join two ‘o’s together then let them repeat it several times. It can be one of those magical
moments when you make a real breakthrough.

A sentence like ‘c·o+oß@k \o+o+d _@›o+o+d _®@@@@r>o®@@m o®@u<r c·o+oß@kÿ©r¬@@y b©o+oß@k ’ confirms the joined movement.

Left-handers need a special note here. Some of them find it quite impossible to go anti-clockwise around the
letter ‘o’. The only answer is to leave it unjoined – but it is always worth trying this ‘oo’ exercise in case it helps
them to change.

As you can see from the examples, the top join from the letter ‘r’ is not always so simple owing to the many
personal variations of the letter, nor is the join to the letter ‘e’. Sometimes it is better to leave it unjoined. A little
experimentation will soon sort that out.
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The letters that join from the top are ‘o’ ‘r’ ‘v’ and ‘w’.

Scribble a line of looped ‘o’s to get used to the feeling. Do it faster and faster. Forget about being neat. Now make
patterns of the other letters that join from the top. Make sure you can tell ‘r’ from ‘v’.

These words show how top joins vary with different styles of writing.

See what happens in the top of the ‘r’. Practise your letter ‘r’ before each vowel in turn.

You do not have to join an ‘r’ to the next letter. These samples are better left unjoined.




